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Issue TEN of ten, thank you for your
participation and feedback!

Issue Number Ten

In This Issue
Welcome
Have Fun!

Submit your answer for credit for
Session Ten

WELCOME to 4-H
Session 10 - Have Fun

One of the most important outcomes of participation in 4-H is a feeling that
LEARNING IS FUN! People who enjoy learning are always looking for
opportunities to learn new things and to develop their potential more fully.

Think about how your Cloverbuds and/or 4-H'ers will view the planned activities. If
they seem tedious or too "schooly", make some changes that will:

Stimulate curiosity or a sense of mystery
Increase the amount of action or interaction
Use community resources to create a break from the usual meeting routine



...

When 4-H is fun and members are involved in doing and discovering, they will
learn, and so will you.

Keep this important point in mind - YOU are the most essential ingredient of a
successful 4-H club. When you are having fun and enjoy the sense of discovery
that comes out of experiencing new things, your members will absorb the same
enthusiasm. When you delight in listening to the ideas and the silly chatter of your
Cloverbuds and 4-H'ers, they will bond to you like glue and will try their hardest to
please you. When you express your belief that they can accomplish what ever they
attempt, and overcome any obstacles in their way, they will believe you and learn to
believe in themselves. The way you relate to your members is much more
important than "doing everything right". While we certainly hope you will follow or
recommendations, first and foremost - enjoy yourself, enjoy your members, and
make 4-H fun!

Click here to read "Sportsmanship for Parents"

Please answer the following question to receive credit for session 10
 
What club activity or project did you personally enjoy the most
since you started and why?

Please email your response to mrr28@cornell.edu

Contact Us
CCE 4-H
18 Seward Avenue, Third Floor
Middletown, New York 10940
845.344.1234

Cornell University Cooperative Extension provides equal program and employment opportunities. 
Please contact our office if you have any special needs.
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